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Misprint

Correction

page 3, frontmatter, Contents at a Glance,
Part 1, chp 5
Leaning Basic Formatting

Learning Basic Formatting

chapter 1, page 11, figure 1.1

replace figure with

chapter 1, page 11, last paragraph, 2nd
line

disable the "Show at startup"…

click to un-check the "Show at startup"…
chapter 3, page 46, figure caption 3.9
The Conversation Utility button on the
Microsoft Word Compatibility toolbar
makes it easy to convert multiple files to
WordPerfect.

The Conversation Utility button makes it easy to convert multiple
files to WordPerfect.

chapter 3, page 48, #4 in list
4. Click the Paste button, or choose Edit,
Paste, or click Move.

4. Click the Paste button, or choose Edit, Paste.

chapter 9, page 152, first paragraph under
Paired Styles heading, 2nd sentence
A paired style is really two styles used in
tandem ("paired"): an on style and an off
style…

A paired style is really two styles used in tandem: an on style and
an off style…

chapter 10, page 167, figure 10.3, callout
Cell C4

Cell D4

chapter 16, page 307, note, 3rd sentence
Note that the browser/templates package… Note that the browser & templates package…

appendix A, page 353, figure A.1

replace figure with

appendix A, page 360, 3rd paragraph, 2nd
sentence
You can also save a Quattro Pro notebook
as a Microsoft Excel file, although some
features unique…

You can also save a Quattro Pro notebook as a Microsoft Excel
file, although some file format features unique…

This errata sheet is intended to provide updated technical information. Spelling and grammar misprints
are updated during the reprint process, but are not listed on this errata sheet.

